Huh

basic questions

Really

So

TODO
testers light the way

lateral thinking

One liners
anti random testing

as far as possible from the other inputs

testers break dreams not software
read

Thinking Fast and Slow by Daniel Kahneman

heuristics are the bones
Oracle

How do you recognize the problem

method

skill is the muscle
principle
The opposition to structure is random
test report
EP are based on models

assumes that there are no bugs

level 1 product any good

EP
tricks

level 2 how do you know

Why should we test !

thump

card hand
satifice.com

Rapid Software test poster

level 3 Why should I pleased with work

what testers do
confused -> focus

BACH RST

focus and defocus

Exersize

wordpad

stuck -> defocus
Fundamentally about what does the product

heuristic

Testing

button

A fallible method for solving a problem or
making a decision

ball game

you must know what it can do
Testing
value about the problems you found

known your mission

Time

size other product

Goal is (ask Feedback
6 stages

1 test it
2 satifice james expectation

2+ 2 Calculator

Deminishing return

3 satifice my expectations
begin sympathetically

you stop the minutes it return

feeling

4 swap the ball and repeat level 3
then chase the risk

reaching diminishing return

Patience
learn how to test

6 explain the difference

dream team

Step 1

reader

idea's

exercise

make reference image

random test (hunting dog)

stop because of refocussed a couple time

player

PDCA

endolce your curiosity for inexpensive test

do something different
try now

5 dramatic difference

starts with frustrations

session based test management

defocussing

if change was in one item

dynamic behavior

1 charter

2 time box
chain boundaries

Exploratory testing

BVA

survey session
3 reviewable report

static boundary

analyse session
How do you think like a tester

4 debriefing
deep coverage
90min

brief enough

for accurate reporting

might evolve intro script or test

allow flexible
course correction

focusing

Models
Long enough

efficient debriefings

de focusing
precise timing

matrix

session setup

delaying testing

test design and execution

stuff where you could not found a bug

bug investigation and reporting

pie chart

3 session per tester

normalize to 90 minutes

non session
test
bug
Setup
opportunity

while interrupted 2 times 45 minutes is ok

